The influence of soils on heterotrophic respiration exerts a strong control on net ecosystem productivity in seasonally dry Amazonian forests
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Abstract

Net ecosystem productivity of carbon (NEP) in seasonally dry forests of the Amazon varies greatly between sites with similar precipitation patterns. Correctly modeling the NEP seasonality with terrestrial ecosystem models has proven difficult. Previous modeling studies have mostly advocated incorporating processes that act to reduce water stress on gross primary productivity (GPP) during the dry season such as including deep soils and roots, plant-mediated hydraulic redistribution of soil moisture, and increased dry season leaf litter generation which reduces leaf age and thus increases photosynthetic capacity. Recent observations, however, indicate that seasonality in heterotrophic respiration also contributes to the observed seasonal cycle of NEP. Here, we use the dynamic vegetation model CLASS-CTEM – without deep soils or roots, hydraulic redistribution of soil moisture or increased dry season litter generation – at two Large-Scale Biosphere–Atmosphere Experiment (LBA) sites (Tapajós km 83 and Jarú Reserve). These LBA sites exhibit opposite seasonal NEP cycles despite similar meteorological conditions. Our simulations are able to reproduce the observed NEP seasonality at both sites. Simulated GPP, heterotrophic respiration, latent and sensible heat fluxes, litter fall rate, soil moisture and temperature, and basic vegetation state are also compared with available observation-based estimates which provide confidence that the model overall behaves realistically at the two sites. Our results indicate that appropriately representing the influence of soil texture and depth, through soil moisture, on seasonal patterns of GPP and, especially, heterotrophic respiration is important to correctly simulating NEP seasonality.

1 Introduction

The Amazonian region is a major component of the global terrestrial carbon cycle. Amazon old-growth forests contain about 120 Pg C in their woody biomass (Malhi et al., 2006). The annually varying uptake and release of carbon in the region acts a powerful...
leverage the global carbon cycle (Bousquet et al., 2000). There has been significant interest in the region’s susceptibility to release large amounts of carbon in response to recent droughts and future climate change – primarily the possibility of persistent drought (Malhi et al., 2009b; Cox et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013; Gatti et al., 2014; Zeri et al., 2014). While northwestern Amazonia experiences high rainfall year-round, areas of the central eastern and southern edge have periods of seasonal drought lasting up to five months (Sombroek, 2001). These seasonally dry locations are suggested to be models for the future of the Amazon’s predominant wet forests (Saleska et al., 2003).

The Large-Scale Biosphere–Atmosphere Experiment (LBA) in Amazonia installed flux towers at several sites within these seasonally dry regions. Their eddy covariance measurements, which are used to estimate the net ecosystem productivity (NEP) of carbon, and energy fluxes, between the land surface and the atmosphere, have served to test and improve our understanding of tropical terrestrial ecosystem processes.

Several terrestrial ecosystem models have been evaluated against observations of NEP from LBA sites including CLM (Lee et al., 2005), SiB3 (Baker et al., 2008), LPJml (Poulter et al., 2009), ISAM (El-Masri et al., 2013), along with 17 others in a model-intercomparison project (de Gonçalves et al., 2013, von Randow et al., 2013), amongst others. Replicating the seasonality of NEP observations at these sites has, however, proven challenging. For example, Saleska et al. (2003) compared NEP estimates for the LBA Tapajós National Forest sites with simulated values from the TEM and IBIS models. The observation-based data showed carbon gain by the land surface in the dry season and loss in the wet; the opposite of which was simulated by the models. Accurately simulating the amplitude and timing of the NEP seasonal cycle at similar field sites continues to be challenging (e.g. Baker et al., 2008, 2013, von Randow et al., 2013). Attempts have been made to correct the unrealistic simulated NEP seasonal cycle by representing processes deemed important to capture the regional carbon dynamics including: (i) deep roots to allow access to deep soil water reserves (Baker et al., 2008, 2013; Poulter et al., 2009), (ii) hydraulic redistribution (HR) of soil moisture via plant roots (Lee et al., 2005), (iii) deeper soil profiles (Baker et al., 2013),
and (iv) adjusting the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture (Baker et al., 2008). The inclusion of these processes is, of course, not based on a modeler’s fancy but field observations and measurements such as those of Nepstad et al. (1994) (deep roots), Oliveira et al. (2005) (HR), and Bruno et al. (2006) (soil moisture in a deep soil column).

More recent studies attempt to include yet another physical process in their modelling framework that imposes a decrease in leaf age during the dry season in tropical forests. In models with this parameterization, decreasing leaf age increases photosynthetic capacity and thus primary productivity during the dry season. Kim et al. (2012), who use the ED2 model, increase leaf litter generation during the dry season by parameterizing leaf litter as a function of incoming solar radiation. The basis of this is that the dry season in seasonally dry tropical forests experiences more radiation due to lower cloud cover. For the ORCHIDEE model, De Weirdt et al. (2012) parameterize increased litter generation by continually generating leaf litter when leaf area index (LAI) reaches six. The daily leaf litter amount equals the amount of carbon allocated to leaves, so that the LAI stays at six but the leaf age decreases. Both these parameterizations attempt to generate peak leaf litter production during the early dry season in line with observations (Goulden et al., 2004).

Thus previous modeling studies of seasonally dry forests have placed a greater emphasis on increasing primary productivity during the dry season either through the influence of soil moisture, or through decreasing leaf age. Relatively less emphasis has been placed on the response of heterotrophic respiration which is equally important in determining NEP seasonality.

Recent observation-based estimates from Rowland et al. (2014) at a site in French Guiana indicate that heterotrophic respiration reduces during the dry season in these seasonally dry Amazonian tropical forests. Rowland et al. (2014) attempt to model the seasonal cycle of gross primary productivity (GPP) and heterotrophic respiration by calibrating their model’s parameters separately for the dry and wet seasons at their site. Their calibrated heterotrophic respiration parameters for the litter, coarse woody
debris and soil organic matter pools of their model were about 35% lower during the dry compared to the wet season.

Here we test the hypothesis that the seasonality in heterotrophic respiration exerts a strong control on the seasonality of NEP in seasonally dry tropical forests. We aim to evaluate the CLASS-CTEM dynamic vegetation model without incorporating deep roots, root-mediated hydraulic redistribution of soil moisture, particularly deep soils or enforcing decreased leaf age during the dry season. We also assess if appropriately representing the influence of soil texture and depth – through soil moisture – on seasonal patterns of GPP and, more importantly, on heterotrophic respiration yields realistic simulated NEP seasonality at two LBA sites which experience similar climatic conditions yet exhibit opposite NEP seasonality.

We use the CLASS-CTEM dynamic vegetation model which is briefly described in Sect. 2. The response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture in this model is based on a parameterization that uses soil matric potential and which assumes that heterotrophic respiration is constrained when soil is both dry and wet, with optimum values in between. We do not calibrate the parameters of the model used, nor do the parameters values depend on the season. We also test an alternative parameterization in which the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture is modelled using a simple linear relationship (similar to Rohr et al., 2013) that progressively constrains heterotrophic respiration as soil moisture reduces from field capacity to wilting point. Both parameterizations are described in Sect. 2. Results are provided in Sect. 3 which show reasonable comparison of simulated GPP, latent and sensible heat fluxes, litter fall rate and soil moisture and temperature with available observation-based estimates and suggest that the model overall behaves realistically at the two chosen sites. The simple parameterization for modelling the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture is, however, unable to realistically model the observed NEP seasonality. The results provide insight as to which features of our standard parameterization, that models the heterotrophic respiration response to soil moisture, contribute to improved simulated seasonality of NEP. Finally conclusions are provided in Sect. 4.
results reinforce the importance of accurate site-specific soil information and support our hypothesis that the response of heterotrophic respiration to seasonal reduction in soil moisture exerts a strong control on the seasonality of carbon fluxes between the atmosphere and land surface in seasonally dry tropical forests.

2 Methods

2.1 The CLASS-CTEM model

The CLASS-CTEM model used here is formed from a coupling of the Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS v. 3.6) (Verseghy, 2012) and the Canadian Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (CTEM v. 1.2) (Melton and Arora, 2014). Earlier versions of these models are currently incorporated into the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis Earth System Model (CanESM2) (Arora et al., 2011). When coupled together both models simulate fluxes of energy, water and CO$_2$ at the land–atmosphere boundary. In the simulations presented here, CLASS-CTEM is driven with observation-based meteorological forcing including: precipitation, specific humidity, air pressure, wind speed, air temperature, and downwelling longwave and shortwave radiation.

CLASS calculates the energy and water balance of the vegetation canopy, soil, and snow components on a 30 min time step. It simulates the temperature and liquid and frozen moisture contents for up to three soil layers that are 0.10 m, 0.25 m, and up to 3.75 m deep. The maximum soil depth is thus 4.1 m. Energy and water balance calculations are performed for up to four plant functional types (PFTs) (needleleaf trees, broadleaf trees, crops, and grasses) using prescribed structural attributes for each PFT (including rooting depth, plant height which determines the surface roughness length, canopy mass, and leaf area index (LAI)). When coupled to CTEM, as done in this study, these variables are dynamically simulated by CTEM and passed to CLASS.

CTEM simulates terrestrial ecosystem processes for nine PFTs that are directly related to the four CLASS PFTs. Needleleaf trees are separated into evergreen and
deciduous; broadleaf trees into evergreen, cold deciduous, and drought/dry decid-
ous; and crops and grasses are separated into C\textsubscript{3} and C\textsubscript{4}. Photosynthesis and
and canopy conductance in CTEM are simulated at the same time step as CLASS (i.e.,
30 min). Other terrestrial ecosystem processes are simulated at a daily time step in-
cluding: autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration (Arora, 2003); allocation; phenology
and turnover (Arora and Boer, 2005); and conversion of biomass to structural attributes
(including dynamic roots (Arora and Boer, 2003)). The model consists of three living
vegetation components (leaves, stem and root) and two dead carbon pools (litter and
soil organic matter).

The NEP of carbon, also termed the net ecosystem exchange (NEE), in CTEM is
modeled as the difference of GPP and the autotrophic ($R_a$) and heterotrophic ($R_h$)
respiratory fluxes as

$$\text{NEP} = (\text{GPP} - R_a) - R_h$$

(1)

$$\text{NEP} = \text{NPP} - R_h$$

(2)

where NPP is net primary productivity, obtained by subtracting $R_a$ from GPP. Positive
values of NEP indicate that land gains carbon from the atmosphere. Autotrophic res-
piration is calculated as the sum of growth and maintenance respiration for the plant
tissues.

### 2.2 Heterotrophic respiration and its response to soil moisture

Heterotrophic respiration in CLASS-CTEM is modelled following Arora (2003) with
some minor differences. Heterotrophic respiration ($R_h$) is the sum of respiration from
the model’s litter ($R_{hL}$) and soil carbon pools ($R_{hS}$):

$$R_h = R_{hL} + R_{hS}$$

(3)

Respiration in these pools is influenced by the amount of carbon ($C_L$ and $C_S$; kg C m\textsuperscript{-2})
and a specified PFT-dependent respiration rate at 15°C ($\zeta_L$ and $\zeta_S$; kg C (kg C\textsuperscript{-1} day\textsuperscript{-1})
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that is modulated by a temperature-dependent $Q_{10}$ function, $f (Q_{10})$, and a soil matric potential dependence, $(f (\psi))$, that models the effect of soil moisture, as:

$$R_{\text{HL}} = \zeta_{L} C_{L} f \left( Q_{10_{L}} \right) f_{L} (\psi)$$  

$$R_{\text{HS}} = \zeta_{S} C_{S} f \left( Q_{10_{S}} \right) f_{S} (\psi)$$

The values of $\zeta_{S}$ and $\zeta_{L}$ for broadleaved evergreen trees, the PFT specified at the two LBA sites studied here, are 0.0208 kg C (kgC)$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$ and 0.6339 kg C (kgC)$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$, respectively. The temperature-dependent $Q_{10}$ function, $f (Q_{10})$, is given by $Q_{10_{L}}^{T-15}$, where $T$ (°C) is the litter ($T_{L}$) or soil temperature ($T_{S}$). The litter pool contains litter from the stem, leaf and root components. The litter temperature is then a weighted average of the soil temperature of the top layer (as a surrogate for a litter layer temperature) and the mean soil temperature in the rooting zone. The soil carbon in each layer is not explicitly tracked but assumed to adopt an exponential distribution (similar to roots; see Fig. 4 of Jobbágy and Jackson, 2000). $T_{S}$ is the soil temperature weighted by the fraction of soil carbon in each layer.

CTEM v. 1.2 (Melton and Arora, 2014) used here implements a slightly different $Q_{10}$ parameterization than CTEM v. 1.0 (Arora, 2003). The $f (Q_{10})$ function uses a temperature dependent $Q_{10}$ through a unique formulation in the form of a hyperbolic tan function:

$$Q_{10} = 1.44 + 0.56 \tanh \left[ 0.075 (46.0 - T) \right]$$

This formulation is a tradeoff between the common temperature-independent $Q_{10}$ of many terrestrial ecosystem models (e.g., Cox, 2001) and the temperature dependent $Q_{10}$ of Kirschbaum (1995). The use of a constant $Q_{10}$ implies that respiration rate will increase indefinitely as temperature increases. Conversely, the Kirschbaum (1995) formulation yields a continuously increasing $Q_{10}$ as temperature decreases, leading to unreasonably high litter and soil carbon stores at high latitudes in CLASS-CTEM. The
CLASS-CTEM formulation Eq. (6) gives a $Q_{10}$ value of around 2. below 20°C, while for higher temperatures the respiration rate does not continuously increase.

The response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture is modelled using the soil moisture scalar ($f(\psi)$) which uses soil matric potential ($\psi$) instead of soil moisture ($\theta$). Davidson et al. (2000) and Orchard and Cook (1983) show that soil respiration rates are linearly correlated with the logarithm of soil matric potential. Soil matric potential, of course, depends on soil moisture ($\theta$) but is also a function of soil texture. The soil matric potential ($\psi(\theta)$) is defined following Clapp and Hornberger (1978) as:

$$
\psi(\theta) = \frac{\theta^{-B}}{\theta_{sat}}
$$

where $\psi_{sat}$ is the saturated matric potential, $\theta_{sat}$ is the saturated soil moisture content (equivalently the soil porosity) and $B$ is the empirical Clapp–Hornberger parameter. $\psi_{sat}$, $\theta_{sat}$, and $B$ are calculated as a function of percentage sand ($S$) and clay ($C$) in the soil, following Verseghy (1991, 2012), as

$$
\psi_{sat} = \frac{10^{-0.0131S+1.88}}{100}
$$

$$
\theta_{sat} = \frac{-0.126S + 48.9}{100}
$$

$$
B = 0.159C + 2.91
$$

In principle, other functional forms such as that of Brooks and Corey (1966) and Van Genuchten (1980) may also be used.

The primary premise of soil moisture control on heterotrophic respiration ($f_{S,L}(\psi)$) is that heterotrophic respiration is constrained both when the soils are dry and when they are wet, and optimum conditions lie in between. In very dry soils (absolute soil matric potential $> 100$ MPa), the soil moisture scalar for both litter and soil carbon is small, limiting microbial respiration. As soils wet and absolute matric potential decreases,
heterotrophic respiration increases to a peak when the absolute matric potential is between 0.04 and 0.06 MPa. Griffin (1981) suggests that the microbial activity is optimal at absolute soil matric potential of 0.05 MPa and decreases as the soil becomes waterlogged near 0.00 MPa or too dry near 1.5 MPa. Decreasing the absolute matric potential further to the saturated matric potential reduces the soil moisture scalar reflecting impeded oxygen supply to microbes. The litter microbial respiration is influenced by the matric potential of the top soil layer except it is unimpeded by low absolute matric potentials as it is assumed to be continually exposed to air. While soil matric potential values are usually negative, the absolute value is used here to ensure log math can be performed. Higher absolute values of soil matric potential are associated with drier soils. As such then, litter and soil carbon differ only for $0.04 > \Psi > \Psi_{\text{sat}}$ where litter respiration is assumed to not be constrained by high soil moisture content. The resulting soil moisture scalars for heterotrophic respiration from litter and soil carbon pools are shown in Fig. 1a and vary with matric potential as:

$$0.04 > \Psi \geq \Psi_{\text{sat}}:$$

$$f_{S}(\psi) = 1 - 0.5 \frac{\log(0.04) - \log \psi}{\log(0.04) - \log \psi_{\text{sat}}}$$

$$f_{L}(\psi) = 1$$

$$0.06 \geq \Psi \geq 0.04:$$

$$f_{S,L}(\psi) = 1$$

$$100.0 \geq \Psi \geq 0.06:$$

$$f_{S,L}(\psi) = 1 - 0.8 \frac{\log \psi - \log(0.06)}{\log(100) - \log(0.06)}$$

$$\Psi > 100.0:$$

$$f_{S,L}(\psi) = 0.2$$
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An alternative simple linear parameterization

We also use an alternative simple linear parameterization for modelling heterotrophic respiration’s response to soil moisture (similar to Rohr et al., 2013). In this simple parameterization the soil moisture scalar for heterotrophic respiration is expressed as a function of soil moisture. As soil moisture ($\theta$) decreases from field capacity ($\theta_f$) to wilting point ($\theta_w$) the scalar reduces from one to zero, and this reduces heterotrophic respiration as soils dry. The field capacity soil moisture corresponds to hydraulic conductivity of 0.10 mm day$^{-1}$ and wilting point soil moisture corresponds to matric potential of 150 m water head equivalent (i.e. 1.47 MPa). This simple soil moisture scalar is thus expressed as

$$
\begin{align*}
    f_{S,L}(\theta) &= 1; \quad \theta > \theta_f \\
    f_{S,L}(\theta) &= \frac{\theta - \theta_w}{\theta_f - \theta_w}; \quad \theta_w < \theta < \theta_f \\
    f_{S,L}(\theta) &= 0; \quad \theta < \theta_w
\end{align*}
$$

(14)

and shown in Fig. 1b.

Finally, a weighted value of the soil moisture scalar for respiration from the soil carbon pool ($f_S(\psi)$ or $f_S(\theta)$) is found based on fraction of soil carbon in each soil layer that is assumed to follow an exponential distribution.

2.3 Description of LBA sites

CLASS-CTEM simulations were performed for two LBA sites in the Amazonia: (1) Tapajós National Forest near kilometer 83 of the Santarém-Cuiabá highway (hereafter K83, 54°56′ W, 3°3′ S) and (2) Jarú Reserve (hereafter RJA, 61°56′ W, 10°5′ S) (Fig. 2a). Both sites have been extensively documented (Goulden et al., 2004; da Rocha et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2004; da Rocha et al., 2009; Restrepo-Coupe et al., 2013). Field data for these sites cover the periods: 2001–2003.
for K83 and 2000–2002 for RJA. These sites were chosen due to their opposing seasonal pattern of NEP; both sites have a distinct dry season, but the land surface at RJA loses carbon to the atmosphere during the dry season while K83 does so during the wet season.

K83 is a moist, closed canopy tropical evergreen forest with a five month dry season (defined by < 100 mm of precipitation in a month) (Fig. 2b). Temperatures vary little year-round with a mean surface air temperature of 26°C (Fig. 2c) and mean annual precipitation over the study period of ca. 1650 mm. The site was selectively logged starting in 2001 (Miller et al., 2007), coincident with the time period investigated. This selective logging at K83 is reported to not significantly influence the energy and carbon fluxes when compared to a nearby undisturbed site (Tapajós National Forest site 67 km) (Miller et al., 2007, 2011). Soil depth at K83 is > 12 m (Oliveira et al., 2005). The soil is a clay-texture Oxisol with patches of sandy-loam textured Ultisol (Silver et al., 2000; Keller et al., 2005).

RJA is a tropical wet and dry, closed canopy evergreen forest. RJA has a higher mean annual precipitation (ca. 2350 mm) than K83, but a drier and shorter dry season (ca. four months). Surface air temperature is generally slightly higher at K83 (Fig. 2c) with both showing little seasonal variation in surface temperature (ca. 2–3°C). RJA has higher mean annual downwelling solar radiation than K83 (Fig. 2d) while both K83 and RJA have small peaks in solar radiation corresponding to the reduced cloud cover of the dry season. Soil depth at RJA is reported to be 1 m (Restrepo-Coupe et al., 2013) and between 0.2 and 4 m (Andreae et al., 2002). The RJA soils have a high sand content (Andreae et al., 2002; de Gonçalves et al., 2013).

2.4 CLASS-CTEM simulations

Since the CLASS and CTEM models are designed for application at large spatial scales in an Earth system model (ESM), they are not tuned for any specific location but are expected to behave reasonably realistically at all locations. This is the general expectation from similar land surface parameterization schemes and terrestrial ecosystem
models implemented in other ESMs. Melton and Arora (2014) show that the CLASS-CTEM modelling framework reproduces reasonable spatial patterns of gross and net primary productivity, heterotrophic respiration, and terrestrial vegetation and soil carbon pools at the global scale when driven with observation-based climate forcing. Site specific testing of models, such as the one presented in this study, allows to further evaluate if model parameterizations of physical and biogeochemical processes hold at point scales. This site specific testing, of models designed for implementation at large spatial scales, is arguably a more stringent test of their abilities.

For the two LBA sites investigated here, we used the “off-the-shelf” version of the CLASS-CTEM model (as reported in Melton and Arora, 2014), i.e. model parameters were not changed or tuned to improve model performance. Such model parameters include maximum photosynthesis rates, base respiration rates for autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration, and allocation parameters that determine allocation of carbon from leaves to stem and root components, amongst several others parameters, for CTEM.

Simulations were performed for the broadleaf evergreen tree PFT with 100 % fractional cover. The soil depth was set to the full soil column at K83 (4.1 m) and one meter at RJA. Both sites have three soil layers, but the thickness of the third soil layer for RJA is 0.65 m rather than 3.75 m as at K83. Soil textural information was adopted following Table 2 in de Gonçalves et al. (2013). The specification of soil texture is done through percentage of sand and clay in the soil. At RJA percent sand in the first, second and third soil layers are specified at 80 %, 70 % and 60 %, respectively, and percent clay at 10 %, 20 % and 30 % respectively. At K83 % sand in the first, second and third soil layers are specified at 18 %, 20 % and 15 %, respectively, and percent clay at 80 %, 75 % and 80 % respectively. In the full Earth system modelling framework, specification of geophysical fields of soil depth and soil texture is based on global data sets such as that of Zobler (1986), itself based on the FAO soil data. Other soil information besides texture and depth, for e.g. pH, cation exchange capacity, etc. are not presently considered.
All simulations were forced with gap-filled meteorological data from the LBA Data Model Intercomparison Project (de Gonçalves et al., 2013). The data are available at an hourly time step but were changed to half-hourly resolution via linear interpolation, except for solar radiation and precipitation for which an hourly value was assumed to stay the same over two half hourly intervals. Atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} concentration was set at a constant 375.0 ppm.

Since our focus is on the seasonality of simulated NEP, the model pools were spun up by repeatedly using the three years of observed climate for each site until they reached equilibrium and the annually averaged NEP was close to zero. Land use change and disturbance (fire) modules were not used in these simulations.

3 Results

3.1 Basic vegetation state

The basic vegetation state simulated by CLASS-CTEM is compared to observation-based estimates in Table 1. CLASS-CTEM simulates reasonable LAIs with a slight overestimate at RJA but matching observations at K83. The total vegetation biomass simulated by CLASS-CTEM at K83 is somewhat lower than observed. Our underestimation could be due to a lower carbon use efficiency (CUE; ratio of NPP/GPP) simulated at this site than in reality. CUE is affected by several factors including stand age and the ratio of leaf mass to total mass (DeLucia et al., 2007). Our K83 CUE estimate (ca. 0.31) is in-line with measurements by Malhi et al. (2009a) for LBA sites with shorter dry seasons (Manaus K34: 0.34 ± 0.10 and Caxiuanã: 0.32 ± 0.07), but lower than a nearby site (Tapajós 63K: 0.49 ± 0.16) with similar dry season length to K83. Our underestimate likely reflects our use of a single PFT, without site-level calibration of model parameters, to characterize the diversity of tropical broadleaf evergreen trees. As a result, the total biomass simulated is somewhat lower than observed for both the aboveground and belowground biomass pools. The modeled soil carbon pool
compares well with estimates, while the litter pool is larger than observed as the sim-
ulated litter pool includes contributions from not only leaves, but stems and roots as 
well. Overall, CLASS-CTEM reasonably simulates the forest structure at K83, although 
there is much less data available for model evaluation at RJA.

3.2 Carbon and energy fluxes

The NEP estimates derived from eddy covariance measurements at K83 and RJA are 
shown in Fig. 3a along with the simulated CLASS-CTEM values. The annual mean is 
subtracted from the monthly observation-based values so that they are directly com-
parable to simulated values with a net zero annual NEP. Simulated NEP at both sites 
shows good agreement with observation-based estimates for both timing and ampi-
tude (at K83 $R^2 = 0.81$, root mean standard error (RMSE) = 11.99 g C m$^{-2}$ month$^{-1}$; at 
RJA $R^2 = 0.51$, RMSE = 15.34 g C m$^{-2}$ month$^{-1}$). CLASS-CTEM successfully captures 
carbon uptake by land at K83 and loss at RJA during the dry season. To better under-
stand how CLASS-CTEM is able to realistically capture the seasonal NEP dynamics, 
we look at its constituent components – GPP, NPP, $R_a$ and $R_h$ – as a realistic NEP 
estimate is dependent upon realistic seasonal cycles of GPP, $R_a$ and $R_h$. 

The simulated GPP at RJA is shown in Fig. 3b together with the MODIS estimated 
GPP (Zhao et al., 2005). While the simulated GPP averages about 10% higher than 
the MODIS estimate, they both exhibit a significant drop in GPP as the dry season pro-
gresses (of similar magnitude, ca. 22% for MODIS and ca. 24% for CLASS-CTEM, and bottoming out in August). At K83, CLASS-CTEM simulates no seasonal drop in GPP 
(Fig. 3c). The flux tower-based GPP estimate from Miller et al. (2009) shows a small 
decrease with the lowest values in July while the MODIS estimate increases over the 
same period (Fig. 3c). It is not readily apparent which of the two estimates is cor-
rect. The behavior of CLASS-CTEM simulated GPP falls between the two observation-
based estimates. Both K83 and RJA experience increases in downwelling solar radia-
tion during the dry season due to less cloud cover (Fig. 2d) however, the influence 
on NEP seasonality is relatively weak due to the already high insolation levels (not
shown). This lack of light limitation in these regions has also been reported by a recent remote sensing study (Morton et al., 2014). The difference in the GPP seasonal cycle at K83 vs. RJA is interesting. The dry season decrease in simulated GPP at RJA is due to both the shallow soil column and the sandy soil texture. In our simulations, the soil column extends to a maximum of 4.1 m (as is the case for K83) while the soil column at RJA was set to one meter (Sects. 2.2 and 2.3). The shallow soil column, together with a sandy soil texture, causes the RJA vegetation to experience more dry-season water stress than at K83. The deep soil column and lower hydraulic conductivity (associated with higher clay content) at K83 gives lower drainage rates leading to higher soil moisture levels and plant available water during the dry season (as shown later in Fig. 7) compared to RJA.

How is CLASS-CTEM able to accurately simulate GPP during the dry season without explicit simulation of deep roots, HR, or particularly deep soils? The answer appears to be due to a combination of factors, the most important of which is the site specification of the geophysical fields of soil depth and soil texture. The soil depth at RJA is shallow. Simulations with the standard CLASS-CTEM soil depth for this grid cell (4.1 m; based upon values in Zobler, 1986) result in little water stress (and thereby little GPP suppression), while incorporating the observed shallow soil depth greatly improved the simulation result. Rooting depth in CLASS-CTEM also influenced the K83 GPP as CLASS-CTEM has a dynamic root distribution (Arora and Boer, 2003). While not an explicit representation of deep roots, conditions such as seasonal drought cause the plants to allocate more carbon to roots, allowing access to moisture by roots in the model’s lowest soil layer. The water loss from transpiration in CLASS-CTEM is proportional to fraction of roots present in each soil layer. The same fraction of roots in each soil layer is also used to calculate water stress on photosynthesis. Shallower soil depth implies, that the fraction of roots in deeper soil layers is reduced, which increases water stress on photosynthesis and also reduces transpiration during the dry season.

The CLASS-CTEM simulated autotrophic respiration values for RJA and K83 show relatively little variation throughout the year with similar mean annual values of around
2.2 kg C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 3d). RJA has a slightly higher \(R_a\) value than K83 reflecting its higher simulated total biomass (Table 1). The constancy of \(R_a\) indicates the seasonal cycle of NPP at these sites (Fig. 3e) is primarily driven by changes in GPP (Fig. 3b and c). This constancy in autotrophic respiration is consistent with observation-based estimates of Rowland et al. (2014) from a seasonally dry Amazonian forest in French Guiana.

The simulated heterotrophic respiration (\(R_h\)) seasonal cycles at RJA and K83 are, like GPP, very different between the sites (Fig. 3f). Simulated \(R_h\) at K83 shows a large seasonal cycle (amplitude ca. 80 g C m\(^{-2}\) month\(^{-1}\)) with a peak in the wet season and a low at the end of the dry season. RJA, conversely, has a small seasonal cycle (amplitude < 30 g C m\(^{-2}\) month\(^{-1}\)) but a similar annual total to K83 (1042 g C m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\) and 969 g C m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\) at RJA and K83, respectively) and a peak in October as the precipitation starts increasing after the dry season ends. The simulated difference in seasonal cycle of \(R_h\) between the sites corresponds to how soil moisture and texture influence \(R_h\). Figure 3f also compares the simulated seasonal cycle of heterotrophic respiration at K83 with a quasi-observation-based estimate. Miller et al. (2009) provide an observation-based estimate of ecosystem respiration (\(R_a + R_h\)) for the K83 site. There are no similar observations available for RJA. The quasi-observation-based estimate of heterotrophic respiration is obtained by assuming that the autotrophic respiration is constant over the year (equal to the annual mean simulated by CLASS-CTEM, 180 g C m\(^{-2}\) month\(^{-1}\)) and by subtracting it from the observation-based ecosystem respiration. In the absence of separate observation-based estimates of \(R_a\) and \(R_h\), this is a reasonable assumption since both the air temperature and simulated autotrophic respiration show very little seasonality. A similar assumption is made by Rowland et al. (2014) who estimate root respiration by assuming that it is constant and that the seasonal changes in soil respiration are caused by heterotrophic processes. Derived in this way, the seasonality and amplitude of the annual cycle of the quasi-observation-based estimate of heterotrophic respiration compares well with the values simulated by CLASS-CTEM (\(R^2 = 0.81\)).
The seasonality in simulated heterotrophic respiration at K83 and RJA, respectively, is primarily the result of the seasonality in soil matric potential at these sites since air temperature (Fig. 2c) shows relatively small seasonality. Simulated daily average soil moisture scalars for heterotrophic respiration from litter and soil carbon pools at the two sites are shown in Fig. 4 and explain the seasonality of simulated heterotrophic respiration at the two sites. These soil moisture scalars are based on Equations 9–13. RJA soils have a high sand content while K83 soils have a high clay content (Sect. 2.3). For the same soil moisture, the absolute matric potential is higher for clay-rich soils compared to sandy ones. The influence of these differences in soil texture on the $R_h$ soil moisture scalar for litter and soil carbon is visible in Fig. 4. The high sand content at RJA results in a relatively stable soil matric potential, and the resulting stable soil moisture scalar for $R_h$, throughout the year. This relatively steady matric potential, along with stable temperatures at RJA (Fig. 2c), gives low seasonal variability in $R_h$ (Fig. 3f). Conversely, during the rainy season, when soils are wet, K83’s absolute matric potential is lower than at RJA; while as the dry season progresses its absolute matric potential becomes higher due to clay tightly binding the steadily decreasing soil water which limits $R_h$. Combined with realistic simulated GPP seasonality CLASS-CTEM yields seasonality of NEP that compares well with observation-based NEP at both locations.

Figure 5 shows the simulated seasonality of energy fluxes and Bowen ratio at the two sites, compared to available eddy covariance based estimates. Both simulated net radiation (Fig. 5a), and simulated and eddy covariance based estimates of latent (Fig. 5b) and sensible (Fig. 5c) heat fluxes, as well as the Bowen ratio (Fig. 5d), do not show any significant seasonality. Simulated latent heat flux is higher than observations at both sites. Simulated sensible heat flux at K83 has a poor correlation with observations, while at RJA simulated sensible heat flux compares reasonably well with observations ($R^2 = 0.48$). The simulated Bowen ratio compares reasonably with the eddy covariance based estimate at RJA ($R^2 = 0.32$) but poorly at K83 ($R^2 = 0.12$) with lower simulated values than observations. In general, our focus is on the seasonality of simulated and
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eddy covariance based fluxes and not on their absolute values since eddy covariance based energy fluxes frequently suffer from the energy balance closure problem (Wilson et al., 2002). Although, of course, the absence of a large seasonal cycle implies that even small absolute errors are inflated when interpreted in terms of correlation. The simulated seasonality of latent heat fluxes (K83 $R^2 = 0.59$; RJA $R^2 = 0.34$) compares well with the eddy covariance based estimates. Both the simulated and eddy covariance based latent heat fluxes peak in same months of October and August/September at the RJA and K83 sites, respectively. The simulated sensible heat fluxes, however, peak a month (August) earlier at the RJA site than the eddy covariance based estimate (September).

3.3 Litter fall rate and litter and soil carbon pools

Figure 6 shows the seasonality in litter fall rate, and the litter and soil carbon pools. In Fig. 6a, the simulated litter fall rate at the K83 site is compared with the observation-based estimate. The observation-based estimate includes leaf litter, fallen wood and flowers and reproductive organs (http://daac.ornl.gov/LBA/guides/CD04_Leaf_Litter.html, Goulden et al., 2004) but covers only one year (2002). The simulated litter fall rate includes litter from the leaves and the stem components of the model and shows the model average and range over the three years (2001–2003) from which climate data are used repeatedly. Observation-based litter fall peaks during the beginning of dry season while the simulated litter fall, which primarily responds to soil moisture, peaks in October when the soil is driest (Fig. 7d). The simulated annual litter fall rate is also about 30% lower than the observation-based estimate. Since there is only one year of observed litter fall data, it is uncertain how representative this year is, but assumed here to be reasonably typical. This discrepancy in the total amount and the seasonality of litter fall rate simulated by terrestrial ecosystem models has been noted by De Weirdt et al. (2012) and Kim et al. (2012), both of which attempt to parameterize increased litter fall during the dry season using different methods. To influence the timing of litter fall, Kim et al. (2012) make leaf litter fall rate a function of 10 day averaged radiation in
the Ecosystem Demography (ED2) model and test the parameterization at the Tapajós 67 km site. Since seasonally dry tropical forests experience higher radiation during the drier, relatively cloud-less, season, the parameterization results in increased leaf litter generation during the dry season. As photosynthetic capacity in ED2 is inversely proportional to leaf longevity, increased dry season litter generation leads to a reduction in mean leaf age and thereby increased photosynthetic capacity. De Weirdt et al. (2012) use an entirely different approach to generate increased leaf litter during the dry season. They use the ORCHIDEE model, which is the terrestrial carbon cycle component of the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL) ESM (Dufresne et al., 2013) so, similar to CTEM, site specific parameterizations and coefficients cannot be used. Assuming leaf turnover as a strategy for leaf renewal to increase light use, De Weirdt et al. (2012) parameterize leaf litter generation such that when LAI is greater than 6, the carbon lost through litter generation by the oldest leaves is equal to the carbon allocated to making new leaves. The ORCHIDEE model tracks leave age in four age classes and maximum photosynthetic rate is a function of leaf age. Thus, similar to the ED2 model, increased leaf litter generation decreases leaf age and increases primary productivity. CTEM does not represent this process of enforced increased dry season leaf litter generation and reduced leaf age. In CTEM leaf litter generation is based on a base leaf loss rate that increases due to drought and cold stress.

Figure 6b shows the simulated litter fall rate from the leaves and the stem components of CTEM at the RJA site which peaks during August when the soil is the most dry (Fig. 7b). In Fig. 6c the simulated litter pools at the K83 and RJA sites show some seasonality while the simulated soil carbon pools (Fig. 6d) do not.

### 3.4 Soil moisture and temperature

Figure 7 shows the simulated soil temperature and soil moisture at the two sites and compares them with available observation-based estimates at K83. Simulated soil moisture and temperature are not directly comparable to observations since observations correspond to a specific depth while the model simulated soil moisture and
temperature correspond to averages over its respective three soil layers. The simulated values reported in Fig. 7 at depths corresponding to observations are obtained by assuming that the modelled soil moisture and temperature correspond to the center of its three soils layers and linearly interpolating between them. The modelled soil moisture and temperature compare reasonably with available observation-based estimates at K83, although the simulated seasonality in modelled values is higher and simulated soil moisture is lower than observed at 20 cm and 40 cm depths (Fig. 7d). Land surface schemes are known to simulate different soil moisture states when driven with the same meteorological forcing; each with its own mean state and a preferred “operating range” of soil moisture (e.g. see Dirmeyer, 2011). So the bias in simulated soil moisture at 20 cm and 40 cm is not of particular concern given that CLASS-CTEM reasonably simulates the timing of the onset of dry and wet states.

3.5 Alternative parameterization

The results from the use of the alternative simple linear parameterization for modelling the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture (Eq. 14) are shown in Fig. 8. This alternative parameterization yields an increased amplitude of the simulated seasonal cycle of heterotrophic respiration for both sites (Fig. 8a), compared to the results from the standard parameterization shown earlier (Fig. 3f). The result of this increased seasonality is that the simulated annual cycle of NEP at RJA is reversed and the amplitude of simulated seasonal NEP cycle is larger at K83 (Fig. 8b).

The RMSE and $R^2$ values when using the alternative parameterization (K83 $R^2 = 0.10, \text{RMSE} = 35.70 \text{g C m}^{-2} \text{month}^{-1}$; RJA $R^2 = 0.20, \text{RMSE} = 28.75 \text{g C m}^{-2} \text{month}^{-1}$) are also poorer at both sites compared to the standard parameterization (K83 $R^2 = 0.81, \text{RMSE} = 11.99 \text{g C m}^{-2} \text{month}^{-1}$; RJA $R^2 = 0.51, \text{RMSE} = 15.34 \text{g C m}^{-2} \text{month}^{-1}$). At RJA, GPP decreases during the dry season (Fig. 3b). The use of the alternate parameterization, for modelling the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture, decreases heterotrophic respiration during the dry season to a larger extent than the decrease in GPP and as a result the carbon uptake by land occurs during the dry
season, contrary to observations. When using the CLASS-CTEM standard parameter-
ization, the decrease in heterotrophic respiration is much smaller than the decrease in 
GPP and the land loses carbon during the dry season, consistent with observations. At 
K83, since the simulated GPP does not exhibit any significant seasonality (Fig. 3c), the 
seasonality in NEP is the result of seasonality in heterotrophic respiration. As a result, an 
increased amplitude of the simulated seasonal cycle of heterotrophic respiration with the alternative parameterization gives an increased amplitude of the simulated 
annual cycle of NEP, which does not compare well with observation-based estimates.

4 Discussion and conclusions

Accurate simulation of NEP in seasonally dry Amazonian forests has proven challeng-
ing for many terrestrial ecosystem models. Earlier studies have mostly suggested in-
cluding processes such as deep roots, plant-mediated hydraulic redistribution of soil 
moisture, and deep soils that help increase dry season GPP. Baker et al. (2008) also 
adjusted the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture in their model to cor-
rectly simulate the seasonality of carbon fluxes. More recent studies of Kim et al. (2012) 
and De Weirdt et al. (2012) include yet another physical process that aims to reduce 
leaf age, and thus increase primary production, by generating more leaf litter during the 
dry season as the observations suggest. Both these studies use different parameteri-
zations to achieve this effect with varying success. In particular, the parameterization 
used by De Weirdt et al. (2012) improves and increases the simulated GPP at the 
Guyaflux site during the dry season (their Fig. 8a), but the increase in dry season GPP 
at the Tapajos km 67 site makes the comparison with observations worse than their 
standard model version (their Fig. 8b). Additionally, Poulter et al. (2009) used a phenol-
ogy parameterization based on radiation (similar to Kim et al., 2012) and found, at least 
in the LPJml model, that the influence of seasonality in LAI was unimportant compared 
to deep roots and soil in contributing to NEP seasonality.
Recent observation-based estimates from Rowland et al. (2014) for a seasonally dry tropical forest site in French Guiana show that heterotrophic respiration reduces during the dry season, while autotrophic respiration does not. Since air temperature does not exhibit any significant seasonality in these forests, the seasonality of NEP is primarily controlled by the seasonality in precipitation and soil moisture. As a result then, the simulated response of both GPP and heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture must be correctly captured to realistically model NEP in seasonally dry tropical forests.

We use observed net ecosystem productivity fluxes from two sites in the LBA network (K83 and RJA) to test the hypothesis that seasonality in heterotrophic respiration exerts a strong control on the seasonality of NEP by using the CLASS-CTEM model that is designed for implementation at large spatial scales in the Canadian Earth system model. These sites have similar climate but yield opposing patterns of seasonal NEP. CLASS-CTEM is used “off-the-shelf” without inclusion of deep roots and soils, without hydraulic redistribution of soil moisture and without any processes that enforce decreased leaf age during the dry season.

The CLASS-CTEM model realistically simulates the timing and magnitude of the NEP seasonal cycle at both K83 and RJA as well as the relatively small seasonality in the energy fluxes at both sites. Our simulations suggest that CLASS-CTEM performs well due to two main factors: site specific geophysical information about soil texture and depth; and an appropriate heterotrophic respiration response to soil moisture expressed in terms of soil matric potential. These results support our hypothesis that heterotrophic respiration exerts a strong control on the seasonality of NEP in seasonally dry tropical forests. The defining characteristic of these two LBA sites, as expressed in our simulations, is their differing soils, given they have similar vegetation and climate.

While the decrease in heterotrophic respiration during the dry season is essential to simulating the correct seasonality in NEP, how much reduction in heterotrophic respiration occurs is also important. The simple alternative linear parameterization that progressively reduces heterotrophic respiration as soils get drier is unable to correctly reproduce the seasonality of NEP at both sites. There are two main differences be-
tween the standard parameterization used in CTEM and the simple alternative parameterization that we have used to model the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture. First, the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture is parameterized in terms of soil matric potential in the standard CLASS-CTEM parameterization while it is parameterized in terms of soil moisture itself in the simple alternative parameterization. Second, the standard CLASS-CTEM parameterization assumes that soil moisture conditions for heterotrophic respiration are optimum when the soil is neither too dry nor too wet, while the alternative parameterization assumes that heterotrophic respiration is not constrained at high soil moistures and it reduces progressively to zero as soils get drier. Both of these differences contribute to improve simulated NEP seasonality at the two sites in the standard CLASS-CTEM parameterization. Additional simulations performed with a variant of the alternative parameterization (not shown) suggest that the factor most influencing these two sites is that heterotrophic respiration does not shut down completely when the soil moisture is below the wilting point.

In the end a realistic simulation of NEP at both sites is the result of overall reasonable performance of the various components of the model as confirmed by comparing simulated basic vegetation state; GPP; heterotrophic respiration; latent and sensible heat fluxes; and soil moisture and temperature against available observation-based estimates. The simulated litter fall rate, however, shows some limitations. As with most terrestrial ecosystem models, the litter fall rate in CTEM is based on leaf life span and responds to soil moisture and temperature. The simulated litter fall rate peaks at the end of the dry season at both K83 and RJA sites in response to driest soil moisture conditions, while observations suggest that litter fall rates peak during the beginning of dry season, at least at the K83 site. This limitation in simulated litter fall is, however, not expected to substantially affect the seasonality of simulated heterotrophic respiration. This is confirmed by comparing Figs. 3f and 6c. The simulated heterotrophic respiration at K83 is lowest in October while the litter pool is at its lowest in July. Improved seasonality in litter fall rate would somewhat change the seasonality of the litter pool, but as long as litter is available the seasonality of heterotrophic respiration at these sites...
is primarily determined by the soil moisture and temperature scalars in Eq. (4). Our results then suggest that: (1) it is possible to realistically simulate the opposite NEP seasonality at the two sites considered here, without including processes that aim to increase dry season GPP, (2) the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture appears to play an important role in simulating the NEP seasonality, and (3) the NEP seasonality is simulated more realistically when the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture includes consideration of soil matric potential and an optimum soil moisture when the soil is neither too dry nor too wet.

The results of this study are also relevant for application of the Canadian and other ESMs to study the effect of climate change on the global carbon cycle. Arora and Boer (2014), for example, investigate the effect of the climate change and increasing atmospheric CO$_2$ on the global land carbon budget with a focus on the Amazonian region using results from the second generation Canadian ESM (CanESM2). The evaluation of simulated atmosphere–land energy and CO$_2$ fluxes by CLASS-CTEM against site-specific observation-based data provides excellent opportunities to assess its performance, compared to the usual evaluation exercises where the broad geographical distribution of simulated primary carbon fluxes and pools is compared with observation-based estimates (e.g. Melton and Arora, 2014). Indeed, the evaluation of models designed for implementation at large spatial scales against observation-based energy and CO$_2$ fluxes at a point location is a more stringent test of their abilities.

Greater understanding of the Amazonian region provided by observations has been used to improve models, but at the same time models have provided new insights themselves. Models remain, however, only a representation of reality. For a given ecosystem under consideration, different models often yield different results providing, sometimes widely, different perspectives on the behavior of an ecosystem. In the end the confluence of the modeling and observation efforts are a consensus-building exercise to determine how an ecosystem responds to biotic and abiotic drivers. The current consensus about seasonally dry tropical forests is that deep roots and soils, and hydraulic redistribution of soil moisture play an important role in the seasonality of energy and
CO₂ fluxes. As a result these processes have been incorporated into models to correctly simulate NEP seasonality. While recognized in the existing literature, the role of an appropriate heterotrophic respiration response to soil conditions has been relatively under-appreciated. This is perhaps not surprising because GPP estimates reproduced from a typical set of eddy covariance measurements are much more widely reported and reliable than the heterotrophic respiration measurements which exhibit significant spatial heterogeneity. Recent, observation-based estimates from Rowland et al. (2014), however, indicate the important role of heterotrophic respiration. As NEP is the balance between heterotrophic respiration and net primary productivity, accurate simulation of heterotrophic respiration is equally vital to estimates of NEP. Together with an understanding of the response of heterotrophic respiration to seasonally varying soil moisture as seen in observation-based estimates from Rowland et al. (2014), the results provided in this study suggest that the under-appreciated role of soil moisture in controlling heterotrophic respiration deserves attention as well.
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Table 1. Simulated primary carbon pools and vegetation state from CLASS-CTEM compared to site-level observations for the Tapajós River National Forest site (K83) and Jarú Reserve (RJA). LAI is leaf area index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>CLASS-CTEM</th>
<th>Observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAI ($m^2 m^{-2}$)</td>
<td>K83</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9 (Doughty and Goulden, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RJA</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.5 (Andreae et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total vegetation biomass (kg C m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>K83</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>18.6 ± 10.3$^a$ (Keller et al., 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RJA</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboveground vegetation biomass (kg C m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>K83</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>13.2$^a$ ± 6.8 (Miller et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2001), 15.6 (Saleska et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RJA</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belowground vegetation biomass (kg C m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>K83</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.2 ± 2.3 (Keller et al., 2001), 3.6 (Silver et al., 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RJA</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil carbon (kg C m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>K83</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>10.1 ± 0.4–14.2 ± 0.7$^c$ (de Carvalho et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RJA</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litter (kg C m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>K83</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3$^d$ (Hirsch et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RJA</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Value includes trees, vines, and epiphytes.

$^b$ Calculated from Table 4 of Keller et al. (2001). Value does not include vines and epiphytes. Converted from organic matter to carbon assuming 50% carbon by mass in dry organic matter.

$^c$ Measurements of carbon in the mineral-organic matter down to a depth of 2.1 m. The lower value is from the more common clay oxisols. The CLASS-CTEM model was run assuming a soil texture of the clay oxisols following de Gonçalves et al. (2013).

$^d$ Litterfall estimate includes only leaves. Value is from A.M.S. Figueira (unpublished data) as reported in Hirsch et al. (2004).
Figure 1. Soil moisture scalars for modelling the effect of soil moisture on heterotrophic respiration from litter and soil carbon pools. (a) The standard parameterization used in CLASS-CTEM. (b) The alternative parameterization as discussed in Sect. 2.2.
Figure 2. (a) Location of the K83 (Tapajós River National Forest site 83 km) and RJA (Jarú Reserve) sites. Observed climate used for forcing CLASS-CTEM over the 2001–2003 period for K83 and the 2000–2002 period for RJA including mean monthly (b) precipitation, (c) surface air temperature, and (d) downward flux of solar radiation.
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Figure 3. Caption on next page.
Figure 3. (a) Observed and CLASS-CTEM simulated mean monthly NEP at RJA (Jarú Reserve) and K83 (Tapajós River National Forest site 83 km). Positive NEP values indicate carbon uptake by the land surface from the atmosphere; negative values the opposite. All values are presented as anomalies to allow easier comparison of the seasonal patterns. (b) RJA mean monthly GPP as simulated by CLASS-CTEM and estimated by MODIS (Zhao et al., 2005). (c) K83 mean monthly GPP from MODIS, CLASS-CTEM, and a flux-tower based estimate from Miller et al. (2009). CLASS-CTEM simulated mean monthly (d) autotrophic respiration, (e) net primary productivity, and (f) heterotrophic respiration for RJA and K83. Panel (f) also shows an observation-based estimate for heterotrophic respiration at the K83 site that is derived by subtracting a constant annual mean simulated autotrophic respiration of 180 g C m$^{-2}$ month$^{-1}$ from an observation-based estimate of ecosystem respiration (Miller et al., 2009) as explained in Sect. 3.2. Shaded regions in panels (a) through (c) denote the range over a given month of the three years of climate data used.
Figure 4. Daily mean simulated heterotrophic respiration soil moisture scalar for K83 (Tapajós 83 km) and RJA (Jarú Reserve) for litter and soil carbon averaged across three years (2001–2003 for K83 and 2000–2002 for RJA).
Figure 5. Simulated and eddy covariance based estimates of energy fluxes and the Bowen ratio at the K83 (Tapajós 83 km) and RJA (Jarú Reserve) sites. **(a)** Net radiation, **(b)** latent heat fluxes, **(c)** sensible heat fluxes, **(d)** Bowen ratio. Shaded regions in panels **(b)** through **(d)** denote the range over a given month of the three years of climate data used.
Figure 6. Comparison of simulated and observation-based litter fall rates (a and b) at K83 (Tapajós 83 km) and RJA (Jarú Reserve) sites. (c) and (d) show simulated litter and soil carbon pool sizes at the two sites. The shaded region in (a) denotes the range over a given month of the three years of climate data used. The observation-based estimate (Goulden et al., 2004) at K83 covers only one year (2002).
Figure 7. Simulated soil temperature (a, c) and soil moisture (b, d) at the RJA (Jarú Reserve) and K83 (Tapajós 83 km) sites. Observation-based soil temperature and moisture at K83 are also shown in (c) and (d).
**Figure 8.** (a) Simulated heterotrophic respiration at the RJA and K83 sites when using the alternative parameterization to model the response of heterotrophic respiration to soil moisture (Sect. 2.2). (b) The resulting simulated NEP at the two sites is compared with observation-based estimates. The shaded range in (b) corresponds to the range over the three years.